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Abstract 

Purpose: To better define the contributions of somatosensory and auditory feedback in vocal 

motor control, a laryngeal perturbation experiment was conducted with and without masking of 

auditory feedback.  

Method: Eighteen native speakers of English produced a sustained vowel while their larynx was 

physically and externally displaced on a subset of trials. For the condition with auditory masking, 

speech-shaped noise was played via earphones at 90 dB SPL. Responses to the laryngeal 

perturbation were compared to responses by the same participants to an auditory perturbation 

experiment that involved a 100-cent downward shift in fundamental frequency (fo). Responses 

were also examined in relation to a measure of auditory acuity. 

Results: Compensatory responses to the laryngeal perturbation were observed with and without 

auditory masking. The level of compensation was greatest in the laryngeal perturbation condition 

without auditory masking, followed by the condition with auditory masking; the level of 

compensation was smallest in the auditory perturbation experiment. No relationship was found 

between the degree of compensation to auditory versus laryngeal perturbations, and the variation 

in responses in both perturbation experiments was not related to auditory acuity. 

Conclusions: The findings indicate that somatosensory and auditory feedback control 

mechanisms work together to compensate for laryngeal perturbations, resulting in the greatest 

degree of compensation when both sources of feedback are available. In contrast, these two 

control mechanisms work in competition in response to auditory perturbations, resulting in an 

overall smaller degree of compensation. 

 

Keywords: Speech motor control, somatosensory feedback, auditory feedback, sensory acuity 
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Current computational models of speech motor control divide processes, including those 

responsible for the control of voice into several distinct control subsystems. For example, the 

directions into velocities of articulators (DIVA) model of speech production (Guenther, 2016; 

Guenther, Ghosh, & Tourville, 2006) specifies three main components of speech motor control: 

feedforward control, auditory feedback control, and somatosensory feedback control. According 

to the model, vocalization begins with the readout of a set of learned targets that are sent to the 

three controllers. The feedforward controller then sends motor commands to the speech 

articulators as specified in the motor target. The motor target is a time-series of articulator 

positions and velocities that move the articulators to produce the acoustic signal for the 

vocalization. As the vocalization occurs, the auditory feedback controller compares the auditory 

target to auditory feedback and, if an error is detected, sends a corrective command to the speech 

articulators. Finally, the somatosensory feedback controller compares the somatosensory target 

to the current somatosensory state of the vocal tract and sends corrective commands if the 

configuration deviates from the target. Although details in implementation differ, a similar 

division of motor control processes into feedforward, auditory feedback, and somatosensory 

feedback processes is inherent to the state feedback control (SFC) model (Houde & Nagarajan, 

2011), hierarchical state feedback control (HSFC) model (Hickok, 2012), and feedback-aware 

control of tasks in speech (FACTS) model (Parrell, Ramanarayanan, Nagarajan, & Houde, 

2019). 

The current study aims to characterize the contributions of the auditory and 

somatosensory feedback control subsystems to the control of voice. One commonly used method 

of probing the role of feedback control during vocalization is to unpredictably perturb a 

speaker’s sensory feedback on a certain percentage of production trials and observe the 

subsequent changes in voice output to these perturbations compared to unperturbed trials. For 
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example, auditory feedback has been perturbed by shifting the fundamental frequency (fo) of a 

participant’s voice (associated with the auditory perception of pitch) played back to them via 

headphones in near real time via a digital signal processing system or computer. This unexpected 

artificial shift in perceived fo elicits a compensatory response to oppose the change so that their 

auditory feedback more closely matches the intended target (Burnett, Freedland, Larson, & Hain, 

1998; Burnett, Senner, & Larson, 1997; Larson, Burnett, Kiran, & Hain, 2000).  

Similarly, it's possible to apply a perturbation in the somatosensory domain (i.e., by 

perturbing the speech articulators). It is useful to consider the differential effects, in terms of 

auditory and somatosensory feedback control mechanisms, of applying a somatosensory 

perturbation versus applying an auditory perturbation in the models referenced above. When the 

position of a speech articulator is perturbed, both the articulator’s position and the corresponding 

acoustic signal are move away from their target values, leading to auditory and somatosensory 

error signals that are consistent with each other, causing both the auditory and somatosensory 

feedback controllers to counteract the perturbation in a cooperative fashion. In contrast, when a 

perturbation is applied only to the auditory signal, an auditory error is heard, but the 

somatosensory system senses no error at first since the articulators remain in the correct 

positions. The auditory feedback controller sends motor commands that correct the perceived 

auditory error, but these movements have the effect of moving the articulators away from their 

desired positions. In response, the somatosensory feedback controller generates motor commands 

that attempt to move the articulators back to where they were before the auditory feedback 

controller caused them to deviate from their target positions. In other words, when an auditory 

perturbation is applied, the somatosensory feedback controller’s commands are in competition 

with the auditory feedback controller’s commands, contrasting with the cooperation between 

these two feedback controllers when a somatosensory perturbation is applied. 
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As a result of these interactions, the responses to auditory perturbations rarely result in 

complete compensation, with participants typically achieving approximately 15–50% 

compensation of an fo perturbation (Bauer & Larson, 2003; Larson et al., 2000; Liu & Larson, 

2007). According to the DIVA model (and consistent with the SFC, HSFC, and FACTS models), 

the incomplete compensation seen in auditory perturbation experiments is due to the 

somatosensory feedback controller counteracting the compensatory behavior of the auditory 

feedback controller. For example, if the auditory feedback controller detects that fo is higher than 

the intended target, it will send corrective commands to lower fo. The somatosensory feedback 

controller will then detect that the adjusted configuration of the larynx is producing an fo lower 

than intended and will send motor commands to raise the speaker’s fo, thereby partially 

counteracting the compensatory adjustments made by the auditory feedback controller. This idea 

was supported by an investigation by Larson, Altman, Liu, and Hain (2008) that examined vocal 

responses to auditory perturbations when applying anesthesia to the vocal folds relative to 

normal kinesthesia and found stronger compensatory responses when the vocal folds were 

anesthetized. The results from auditory feedback perturbation paradigms thus reflect a 

combination of competing auditory and somatosensory feedback control mechanisms.  

The partial compensation seen in auditory perturbation experiments contrasts with the 

near-complete compensation often seen in response to physical perturbations of the larynx, 

which we will term laryngeal perturbations. To our knowledge, only two experiments to date 

have examined fo responses to laryngeal perturbations (Loucks, Poletto, Saxon, & Ludlow, 2005; 

Sapir, Baker, Larson, & Ramig, 2000). In both of these studies, investigators used laryngeal 

perturbations to examine somatosensory feedback mechanisms during sustained vowel 

production. When the mechanical perturbation was applied to the larynx, fo rapidly decreased 

(stimulus response) and then gradually increased towards the speaker’s baseline fo 
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(compensatory response). In comparison to the auditory perturbation paradigm, compensation 

was closer to complete (66–75%) in response to these laryngeal perturbations. According to the 

models described above, this correction is again a combination of the auditory and 

somatosensory feedback controllers but, in this case, working in tandem since the fo error 

perceived through audition is in the same direction as the fo error perceived through 

somatosensation. In both of these studies, the change in fo was audible to the participant, so it is 

impossible to dissociate the roles of these two feedback-control subsystems in correcting for 

physical perturbations of the larynx.  

Further support for the interaction between auditory and somatosensory feedback control 

comes from studies of sustained perturbations (i.e., sensorimotor adaptation tasks). Katseff, 

Houde, and Johnson (2011) examined the effect of increasing the magnitude of a formant 

perturbation on the degree of compensation, and showed a greater degree of compensation for 

small shifts in compared to large shifts. The decreasing compensation was interpreted as a 

tradeoff between auditory and somatosensory feedback control; a larger weighting placed on 

auditory feedback control for small discrepancies between auditory and somatosensory feedback, 

and a larger weighting on somatosensory feedback control for large discrepancies. Another study 

examined both auditory and somatosensory perturbations in the same group of participants and 

showed that individuals seemed to have a stable preference for either auditory or somatosensory 

feedback (Lametti, Nasir, & Ostry, 2012). Specifically, participants completed blocks of a word 

production task, during which their feedback was artificially shifted through auditory feedback 

(formant shifts heard in earphones), somatosensory feedback (physical displacement of the jaw), 

or a combination of the two. The results showed that individuals responded strongly to one 

feedback perturbation modality, while simultaneously responding less strongly to the other. 

However, both of these studies were performed in articulatory (formant) space and with 
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sustained perturbations designed to elicit sensorimotor adaptation, which are more suited to 

understanding speech (as opposed to voice) and feedforward control (versus feedback control). It 

is unclear if individuals will also show a tradeoff between or a preference for feedback 

modalities in the context of unexpected perturbations in vocal motor control.  

Several current models of speech motor control (Guenther, 2016; Hickok, 2012; Houde & 

Nagarajan, 2011; Parrell et al., 2019) predict that speakers with finer acuity have a smaller 

acceptable target range for feedback, and therefore are more likely to detect and correct for errors 

when feedback is perturbed. Although some past sensorimotor adaptation studies have found 

significant correlations between auditory acuity and adaptive responses to formant perturbations 

(e.g., Martin et al., 2018; Villacorta, Perkell, & Guenther, 2007), there are others that have not 

(Abur et al., 2018; Feng, Gracco, & Max, 2011). Further, to the best of  our knowledge, only one 

prior study reported examining the same relationship for within-trial reflexive responses to 

formant perturbations and found no relationship (Cai et al., 2012), and no other published studies 

have explored the relationship between auditory acuity and reflexive responses to perturbations 

of fundamental frequency. 

The current study aims to dissociate the roles of auditory and somatosensory feedback 

control systems in laryngeal perturbation studies by investigating responses to laryngeal 

perturbations under conditions with and without auditory feedback masking. By eliminating 

auditory feedback, the former condition isolates the contribution of somatosensory feedback 

control mechanisms to the compensatory response to the perturbation. Furthermore, we 

measured auditory acuity as well as responses to a purely auditory perturbation of fo in the same 

participants to compare and contrast responses by the auditory and somatosensory feedback 

subsystems. Laryngeal perturbations (Experiment 1) were delivered by a pneumatic device that 

displaced the larynx during a sustained vowel task, which had the effect of reducing participants’ 
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fo. Auditory perturbations (Experiment 2) were also applied in a sustained vowel task and were 

characterized by a downward shift in fo that approximately matched the acoustic effect of the 

laryngeal perturbation. Together, these experiments were used to examine (1) the magnitude of 

responses to laryngeal perturbations (with and without access to auditory feedback); (2) the 

timing of responses to laryngeal perturbations (with and without access to auditory feedback); 

(3) the relationship between the magnitude of responses to laryngeal and auditory perturbations; 

and (4) the relationship between auditory acuity and responses to perturbations in both sensory 

domains. Based on the theoretical considerations outlined above, we hypothesized that masking 

auditory feedback during laryngeal perturbations would result in smaller compensatory responses 

compared to the condition without auditory masking, since the former involves only 

somatosensory feedback control mechanisms whereas the latter involves both the auditory and 

somatosensory feedback control mechanisms working in tandem.  In addition, we expected that 

auditory perturbations would be associated with smaller compensatory responses relative to both 

laryngeal perturbation conditions since, in the auditory perturbation condition, the auditory and 

somatosensory feedback controllers effectively compete with each other. Finally, we 

hypothesized that auditory acuity would be positively correlated with the magnitude of 

compensatory responses in both the laryngeal perturbation (with normal auditory feedback) and 

auditory perturbation experiments since higher auditory acuity should allow better detection of 

deviations of the auditory signal induced by the perturbations.  

Methods 

Participants 

Eighteen participants (11 female, 7 male) between the ages of 18 and 34 (mean 22.4, SD 

3.8) took part in this study. All participants were native English speakers and had no history of 

speech, language, hearing, voice, or neurological disorders. Participants were not included if they 
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had received more than one year of tonal language instruction. Further, participants were not 

included if they had significant formal singing training, operationally defined as receiving more 

than five years of singing instruction before age 18 and/or more than two years of singing 

instruction after the age of 18. All participants passed a hearing screening using pure-tone 

audiometry at 25 dB HL for frequencies ranging from 250 to 4000 Hertz (Hz) bilaterally. All 

participants provided written informed consent in accordance with the Boston University 

Institutional Review Board. 

Equipment 

Figure 1 shows the setup of the experimental equipment. The experiments were 

conducted in a soundproof booth (Eckel C-14) with participants seated at a desk facing a 

computer monitor (Dell 2009wt) and a keyboard. The monitor was used to provide visual stimuli 

for trial progression and to present visual feedback about participants’ loudness levels during the 

perturbation experiments. A MOTU Microbook IIc (MOTU) was the interface by which audio 

signals were provided to and received from participants. Two Behringer Mixers (UB802) were 

used as amplifiers for the microphone and headphone signals independently before returning to 

the MOTU (microphone) or reaching the participant (headphones). All trial progression and data 

collection were controlled from a custom MATLAB (Mathworks, 2017b) script on the 

experimental computer. The Audapter toolbox (Cai, Boucek, Ghosh, Guenther, & Perkell, 2008; 

Tourville, Cai, & Guenther, 2013) was used in conjunction with the MATLAB script to handle 

the audio input and output from the MOTU (collected at 48kHz sampling rate). 
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Figure 1. Diagram of experimental setup. The experimental computer presented 

the visual stimuli and feedback during the trial, triggered the perturbation, and 

recorded the behavioral voice data. The MOTU soundcard handled the input and 

output of audio signals, and the NIDAQ provided the signal to inflate and deflate 

the LDD. The NIDAQ recorded the trigger signal sent to the LDD, as well as the 

amplified microphone and headphone signals. M = microphone, pA = 

preamplifier, H = insert earphones, bH = bone-conduction headphones, LDD = 

laryngeal displacement device, Ps = pressure sensor. 

 

Participants wore a lapel microphone (Shure SM93) affixed to their shirt, roughly 6in 

below their mouth. The microphone signal was preamplified with an in-line preamplifier, and 

then additionally amplified by the Behringer mixer. Auditory feedback was presented to the 
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participants using two sets of headphones – a set of insert earphones (Etymotic ER-1) and a set 

of bone conduction headphones (AfterShokz AS401). The type of auditory feedback played to 

participants varied by experiment. Under normal feedback conditions (without auditory 

masking), the insert earphones played the participant’s voice 5 dB higher than produced to 

reduce the perception of the participant’s own unperturbed acoustic signal. No signal was 

presented via the bone-conducting headphones in the condition without auditory masking. The 

approximate total system latency (i.e., the delay between microphone and earphones due to 

experimental hardware and signal processing; Kim, Wang, & Max, in press) ranged from 29-47 

ms. When auditory feedback was masked, they heard speech-shaped masking noise played in 

both the insert earphones (90 dB SPL) and the bone conduction headphones. The bone 

conduction headphones were added to the setup to minimize the degree to which participants 

may perceive changes in their voice via bone conduction. For example, previous studies have 

shown a relatively equal contribution of air and bone conduction to the perception of one’s own 

voice and that voiced sounds (as in the current study) have larger bone-conducted contributions 

than unvoiced sounds (Pörschmann, 2000; von Békésy, 1949). The insert earphones and 

microphone were calibrated using the Brüel & Kjᴂr Sound Level Meter (Type 2250). Because 

calibration of the bone conduction headphones in dB SPL was not feasible, masking noise 

presented via the bone conduction headphones was set to a level that was deemed by pilot 

participants to effectively mask any residual voice signal without causing discomfort. 

Laryngeal perturbations were delivered via a custom-fabricated device, the laryngeal 

displacement device (LDD), which physically displaced the position of the larynx by applying a 

dorsally aimed force. A National Instruments Data Acquisition card (NIDAQ, NI USB-6212 

(BNC)) was used to trigger the LDD and record time-aligned pressure, microphone, and 

headphone signals. The LDD consisted of a rigid plastic collar held in place over the larynx via 
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an elastic cord that was adjusted to provide a snug but comfortable fit (see Supplementary Figure 

S1). Force was applied to the larynx by rapidly inflating a semi-rigid balloon embedded in the 

collar, with the balloon placed directly on the laryngeal prominence. On perturbed trials, the 

balloon was inflated rapidly (mean rise time = 178 ms, SD = 9 ms) via a computer-controlled 

external air pump, thereby displacing the thyroid cartilage. Inflating the balloon against the 

larynx had the effect of lowering participants’ fo. To ensure that the larynx did not simply 

rebound to its normal position immediately after perturbation onset but instead remained 

displaced throughout the perturbation, laryngoscopy was used to track gross movement of the 

larynx during perturbations in five participants. Analysis of the resulting videos verified that the 

gross displacement of the larynx caused by onset of the perturbation was maintained throughout 

the duration of the perturbation (see Supplementary Materials for further details). The pressure of 

the balloon was recorded with an in-line pressure sensor (Panasonic ADP5131), with a mean 

pressure of 4.19 psi at full perturbation across participants (SD = 0.23 psi). The perturbation was 

removed by rapidly reversing the flow of air in the pump, thereby deflating the balloon (mean 

fall time = 250 ms, SD = 43 ms).  

Baseline Voice Recording  

The study began with baseline recordings of the participant’s normal speaking voice. For 

these recordings, participants wore only the lapel microphone and produced 3 trials of /i/, 

sustaining the vowel for 4 seconds. They were instructed to maintain a steady pitch and loudness 

in their comfortable speaking voice. The baseline recordings were used to create tokens for the fo 

acuity estimation task as well as to set the target sound pressure level for the experimental trials. 

Following the baseline recordings, participants were fitted with the LDD, insert earphones, and 

bone conduction headphones. 
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fo Acuity Estimation 

Participants performed four runs of an adaptive staircase just-noticeable-difference (JND) 

task to measure their fo acuity. The task type chosen was an AXB task, in which they were 

instructed to identify whether a perceptual token X was different than either token A or token B 

(Macmillan & Creelman, 2005; McGuire, 2010). An automated Praat script generated four 

hundred voice tokens per participant by shifting the fo of the participant’s baseline voice 

recording. The shifts in fo ranged from -100 cents to +100 cents (in steps of 0.5 cents) from the 

baseline fo. During each trial of a run, participants were presented with three 0.5-s tokens (inter-

stimulus interval = 0.5 s). The first and last token of the run were different in their value of fo, 

but equidistant from the baseline fo, separated by a testing distance. For example, if the testing 

distance was 50 cents, the first and last tokens would be 25 cents above and 25 cents below the 

baseline fo (or vice versa). The middle token was always identical to either the first or the last 

token. Participants were instructed to identify which token was different in pitch from the middle 

token; either the first or the last. Participants made their selection using the arrow keys on the 

keyboard. No more than three trials of a position type (first/last) were presented in a row. 

Further, no more than three trials of a direction type (first token above/ below baseline fo) were 

presented in a row. Participants were not given a time limit to select an answer for the trial; the 

next trial began 1s after they made a selection.  

At the beginning of a run, a testing distance of 50 cents and a 1-up 1-down adaptive 

staircase paradigm were used. These starting conditions were chosen during pilot testing to 

reduce the time it took for a participant to reach their JND threshold. After each correct response, 

the distance between non-matching tokens was decreased by 10 cents. After an incorrect 

response, the distance was increased by 10 cents. This paradigm allowed the participant to reach 

their approximate threshold rapidly. Following the first incorrect response, the task switched to a 
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2-down, 1-up paradigm (two correct responses needed before increasing task difficulty) and the 

step distance increased or decreased by 4 cents. If participants reached a testing distance below 

10 cents, the task still operated on a 2-down 1-up paradigm, but the step distance was further 

reduced to 1 cent. A reversal was defined as a change from an increasing to decreasing JND 

(based on the accuracy of the participant’s responses) or vice versa. The run concluded following 

10 reversals or after 100 trials, whichever occurred first. For a given run, the JND score was 

calculated as the mean of the distance for the last four reversals. This score was then averaged 

across the four runs to produce the participant’s estimate of fo acuity. 

Experiment 1: Laryngeal Perturbation 

In the first experiment, participants completed a laryngeal perturbation paradigm in 

which they vocalized the vowel /i/ over multiple trials while they had their larynx physically and 

non-invasively displaced by the LDD. The paradigm was conducted under two auditory feedback 

conditions: (1) without auditory masking, in which participants could hear their own voice as 

they vocalized, and (2) with auditory masking, in which participants had their auditory feedback 

masked by speech-shaped noise as described above. 

Participants completed four practice trials to become familiar with the masking noise and 

laryngeal perturbation. Participants then completed four experimental runs of 40 trials each, with 

short breaks in between. On 10 of the 40 trials (pseudorandomly distributed) the LDD was 

activated, with no consecutively perturbed trials. The frequency of perturbation trials (25%) was 

chosen to minimize the likelihood of participants anticipating, or adapting to, the perturbation. 

Previous studies employing somatosensory perturbations (typically of the jaw) have used 

frequencies ranging from 10-22% of trials for this purpose (Abbs & Gracco, 1984; 

Golfinopoulos et al., 2011). In each run, participants were provided with auditory feedback in 

one of the two conditions for a total of two runs per condition. The run order was arranged such 
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that no two runs of the same condition were presented in sequence, and the arrangement of run 

order was counter-balanced across participants.   

Figure 2 shows the time-course of a single perturbed trial. The trial progression was 

presented to the participant on the computer monitor. Each trial began with a 1s cue period, 

marked by a ‘+’ on the screen, instructing the participant to prepare to vocalize. Following this 

period, the ‘+’ disappeared and was replaced by the letters ‘eee’, which was an instruction to 

vocalize and sustain the vowel /i/ for 4.8 seconds (vocalization period) using a comfortable 

loudness and pitch. Onset of the perturbation was randomly jittered between 1.8 and 2.3s after 

the start of the vocalization period, and the perturbation lasted for a random duration between 1.0 

and 1.5s. Both of these randomization procedures were implemented to reduce the predictability 

of the perturbation. The resulting distribution of perturbation onset times and durations were 

comparable across participants and conditions. Further, the mean onset times (with auditory 

masking: 2.06 ± 0.02; without auditory masking: 2.05 ± 0.03) and durations (with auditory 

masking: 1.26 ± 0.04; without auditory masking: 1.26 ± 0.04) did not differ significantly by 

condition (onset time: t(15)= -0.32, p = .755; duration: t(15) = -0.24, p = .812). Unperturbed 

trials were identical to perturbed trials except that no perturbation was applied. As the letters 

‘eee’ disappeared from the screen, participants were instructed to stop vocalizing, and they then 

received a 2s rest period. During the rest period they were given visual feedback about their 

sound pressure level that pertained to the just-completed vocalization. Feedback was not 

provided during the vocalization to minimize the cognitive/attentive demands of the task. The 

feedback was in the form of a colored bar on the computer monitor. The height of the bar 

translated to the root mean square (RMS) of the current acoustic recording, compared to the 

mean RMS of the baseline recordings. As long as the participant vocalized a trial within ±3 dB 

of their target (baseline) sound pressure level, the bar was green and had a height that terminated 
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in a target area on the screen delineated by two horizontal lines. Any greater or lower sound 

pressure level value resulted in a red bar that terminated above or below the target area. 

Participants were instructed to use this feedback to adjust their sound pressure level from trial-to-

trial to match the target, therefore preventing drift in loudness over the course of the experiment. 

 

 

Figure 2. Epoch of a trial. Visual feedback showed the sound pressure level of the 

participant’s voice during the trial, compared to their target baseline sound 

pressure level. 

 

Experiment 2: Auditory Perturbation  

In the second experiment, participants completed an auditory perturbation paradigm in 

which the fo of their production was altered as they vocalized. This experiment immediately 

followed the first experiment. The collar was not removed between experiments, but was 

loosened and allowed to rest on the participant’s chest. Auditory feedback of the participant’s 

own voice was presented through the insert earphones only and the bone conduction headphones 

were powered off. 

The auditory perturbation experiment was designed to match the laryngeal perturbation 

experiment as closely as possible. Participants completed two runs (40 trials each) of the 

auditory perturbation experiment. As in Experiment 1, the trial progression was presented to the 

participant on the computer monitor. Each trial began with a 1s cue period, marked by a ‘+’ on 
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the screen, instructing the participant to prepare to vocalize. Following this period, the ‘+’ 

disappeared and was replaced by the letters ‘eee’, which was an instruction to vocalize and 

sustain the vowel /i/ for 4 seconds (vocalization period) using a comfortable loudness and pitch. 

Onset of the perturbation was randomly jittered between 1.0 and 1.5 s after the start of the 

vocalization period, and the perturbation lasted for a random duration between 1.0 and 1.5 s. 

Unperturbed trials were identical to perturbed trials except that no perturbation was applied. As 

the letters ‘eee’ disappeared from the screen, participants were instructed to cease vocalization, 

and they then received a 2 s rest period. As in Experiment 1, during 25% of trials, participants 

had the fo of their voice unexpectedly decreased by 100 cents. fo was only perturbed in a single 

direction for consistency with the laryngeal experiment, where it was not possible to induce an 

upward shift in fo using the LDD. The perturbation was a formant-adjusted shift that preserved 

the produced formants, and only shifted fo. The perturbation was applied with a linear down 

ramp over a 110 ms period, and was released with a linear up ramp of 150 ms. These ramp rates 

were chosen to approximately match those produced by the LDD inflation and deflation times, as 

determined in preliminary testing. The LDD inflation and deflation times recorded in Experiment 

1 (inflation 178 ms, deflation 250 ms), however, differ slightly from the preliminary testing, 

likely due to changes in balloon volume that developed during LDD design iterations. 

Participants received visual feedback about their sound pressure level during the rest period in 

the same manner as in Experiment 1.  

Acoustic Analysis 

Compensatory responses to the laryngeal and auditory perturbations were determined by 

measuring the fo in hertz over each trial using Praat1 (Version 6.0.43, Boersma & Weenink, 

 
1Fundamental frequency was calculated in Praat using the autocorrelation function with a 0.001 s time step. The 
pitch floor and ceiling values were set to between 75 and 300 Hz for males, and 100 and 500 Hz for females. These 
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2018). Figure 3 shows exemplary normalized fo traces from a representative participant. These 

traces are the mean across perturbed trials from the laryngeal (3A) and auditory (3B) 

perturbation experiments. For the laryngeal perturbation experiment, the fo trace was extracted 

from the microphone signal, which captured the initial decrease in fo due to the perturbation as 

well as the participant’s compensatory response (Figure 3A). For the auditory perturbation 

experiment, the fo trace was extracted from the earphone signal, which captured the initial 

downward shift in fo heard by the participant in addition to their compensatory response (Figure 

3B). The raw audio recordings and extracted fo traces were manually inspected for issues with 

voice quality (e.g., vocal fry), time-series errors (e.g. voice breaks), and loudness issues (e.g. low 

signal-to-noise ratio). A second automated quality assessment step was implemented in 

MATLAB to identify voice errors that produced pitch-tracking issues. Trials with any of these 

errors were excluded from further analysis (5% trials removed). 

 

 

Figure 3. Exemplary normalized fo traces from the mean of perturbed trials for a 

single participant. Panel A shows the mean trace from the laryngeal perturbation 

experiment. Panel B shows the mean trace from the auditory perturbation 
 

ranges were adjusted (-50 Hz for males, +100 Hz for females) if a participant’s fo bordered the default range. The 
resultant fo trace was sampled from Praat in 1-ms intervals. 
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experiment. In both panels, the 0-time point indicates the onset of the 

perturbation. Stimulus Magnitude is the inverted difference between the orange 

square and the purple triangle. Response Magnitude is defined as the difference in 

fo between the purple triangle and the green dot (mean value of fo within green 

area). Response Percentage is the ratio of Response Magnitude/Stimulus 

Magnitude×100%. Response Latency is the time point at the purple triangle. All 

measures were calculated from the mean-trial trace for each participant. 

 

The baseline fo (fo_base) for each trial was found by taking the mean of the fo trace in the 

500-ms period before perturbation onset. For the laryngeal perturbation, the onset was defined as 

the point in time when pressure in the balloon deviated from 0 psi using an algorithm that 

detected a step function in the pressure signal. For the auditory feedback experiment, the onset 

time was defined as when the artificial fo shift was added to the earphones using an algorithm 

that detected a trigger signal from a NIDAQ channel meant to register the start of the artificial fo 

shift. Each fo trace was then normalized and converted to cents using fo_base as the reference 

frequency. The analysis window of interest was from 500 ms before to 1000 ms after the 

perturbation onset. The fo traces within this window for all trials within a condition were 

averaged for each participant. The following four measures were extracted from these mean-trial 

traces to define the dynamics of the response (see Figure 3):  

1) Stimulus Magnitude (cents) captured the effect of the perturbation on the participant’s fo, 

and was measured as the inverted difference in cents from the value of fo at the 

perturbation onset to the minimum value of fo within the 200 ms following the 

perturbation onset. The 200-ms period following perturbation onset was chosen to detect 

the lowest point in the fo trace because participants in pilot testing reached the lowest 
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point in the curve before the end of the rise time (laryngeal perturbation: mean = 178 ms, 

SD = 9 ms; auditory perturbation: 110 ms). A minimum stimulus magnitude of 20 cents 

was required for the laryngeal perturbation experiment to determine that the perturbation 

was applied to the neck as intended. This threshold was met for all except two 

participants; both had all of their laryngeal perturbation response data removed from 

further analysis. Their data was retained for the auditory perturbation response results. 

2) Response Magnitude (cents) measured the participant’s change in fo following the 

perturbation, and was calculated as the difference in fo from the minimum value of fo 

within the 200 ms following perturbation onset to the mean value of fo between 800 and 

1000 ms after perturbation onset. This time period represents a stable portion of the fo 

trace where participants were likely to have reached their maximum level of 

compensation for the stimulus. 

3) Response Percentage (%) captured the amount the participant was able to recover their 

fo_base following the onset of the perturbation, and was measured as the ratio between 

Response Magnitude and Stimulus Magnitude (!"#$%&#"	(")*"&+,-" =

	!"#$%&#"	()*&+,-."/,+0-1-#	()*&+,-." × 100%).  

4) Response Latency (seconds) captured how quickly the participant began compensating 

for the perturbation. Response Latency was estimated as the time at the minimum value 

of the fo trace within 200 ms relative to the perturbation onset. 

Statistical Analysis 

All statistical analyses were conducted using MATLAB 2019a and significance was 

assessed at an alpha-level of .01 to account for multiple analyses. Parametric test assumptions 

were assessed for all models. If the assumption of normality was not met, data were transformed 

using the Box-Cox transformation to approximate normality (Box & Cox, 1964; Osborne, 2010). 
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If non-normality remained or if other assumptions were not met, non-parametric equivalent tests 

were used and specified in the Results section below.  

Three sets of analyses were conducted. The first set of analyses explored the effects of 

potential confounds on the data to determine whether or not covariates should be included in 

subsequent analyses. A potential confound when comparing responses to perturbations with and 

without auditory masking is that an individual’s baseline fo may differ in the presence of masking 

noise due to the Lombard effect (Gramming, Sundberg, Ternström, Leanderson, & Perkins, 

1988; Lombard, 1911). Differences in fo_base (Hz) prior to conversion to cents were examined 

across conditions (laryngeal perturbation conditions with and without auditory masking, auditory 

perturbation experiment) using a one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (rmANOVA). 

Another potential confound is an order effect, where participants begin to adapt to perturbations 

as the experiment progresses. This potential confound was examined using a split-half analysis 

for each variable (Stimulus Magnitude, Response Magnitude, Response Percentage, Response 

Latency) in each condition (laryngeal perturbation conditions with and without auditory 

masking, auditory perturbation experiment). The data from the perturbed trials collected in the 

first run of a given condition were compared to those collected in the second run using a series of 

paired t-tests. 

The second set of analyses compared responses to the laryngeal and auditory perturbation 

experiments. The effect of condition (laryngeal perturbation conditions with and without 

auditory masking, auditory perturbation experiment) on Stimulus Magnitude, Response 

Magnitude, Response Percentage, and Response Latency were evaluated using a series of one-

way rmANOVAs (one per dependent variable). fo acuity was included as a covariate of non-

interest to account for between-subject differences in auditory acuity. As one participant had an 

fo acuity measure >3SD above the mean, their data were excluded from the analyses. Sphericity 
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was assessed using Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity and, when violated, a Greenhouse-Geisser 

correction was used (Greenhouse & Geisser, 1959). Significant condition effects were further 

evaluated using pairwise comparisons (Tukey’s honestly significant differences) of the adjusted 

means that accounted for fo acuity. Effect sizes based on the marginal means between conditions 

were estimated to capture the magnitude of significant effects (Cohen, 1988). 

The final set of analyses examined whether the level of compensation in the laryngeal 

and auditory perturbation experiments were related to each other or to fo acuity. Specifically, a 

series of Pearson correlations were used to assess the relationships between the following pairs 

of variables across participants: (1) Response Percentage in the laryngeal perturbation 

experiment (with auditory masking) and Response Percentage in the auditory perturbation 

experiment; (2) the contribution of auditory feedback to the laryngeal perturbation response 

(calculated as the difference in Response Percentage recorded for each participant in the two 

laryngeal perturbation conditions) and fo acuity; (3) Response Percentage in the auditory 

perturbation experiment and fo acuity. The analyses involving fo acuity were conducted both with 

and without the outlier (>3SD above the mean). 

Results 

Examining Potential Confounds in the Data 

Figure 4 shows fo_base across all three perturbation conditions. A Friedman ANOVA (used 

due to non-normality in the data) did not reveal a significant difference in fo_base between 

conditions (χ2 (2) = 1.63, p = .444); these data were therefore not included as a covariate in 

subsequent analyses. 

Table 1 shows the summary and inferential statistics for the split-half analyses comparing 

all four dependent variables measured in the first and second experimental runs of each 

condition. None of the analyses showed significant differences (i.e., adaptation) in measures 
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between the first and second runs. The order of runs was not included as a covariate in later 

analyses. 

 

 

Figure 4. Box plots of fo_base in the laryngeal perturbation conditions with and 

without auditory masking, and the auditory perturbation experiment. On a given 

box plot, the red line represents the median value, the box ranges from the 1st to 

the 3rd quartile, and the whiskers span data points within the 1.5 interquartile 

range (IQR).
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Table 1.  

Mean, standard deviation, and paired t-test results of the split-half analysis comparing dependent variables measured in the first and second experimental 

runs of each condition. 

Condition 

Stimulus  

Magnitude (cents) 
Response Magnitude (cents) Response Percentage (%) 

Response 

Latency (s) 

Run 1 Run 2 Statistics Run 1 Run 2 Statistics Run 1 Run 2 Statistics Run 1 Run 2 Statistics 

Laryngeal Perturbation: 

Without Masking 

84.13 

(60.48) 

67.61 

(45.93) 

t(15) = 2.24, 

p = .041 

76.36 

(53.28) 

60.28 

(35.32) 

t(15) = 2.04,  

p = .060 

93.77 

(18.75) 

95.60 

(32.79) 

t(15) = -0.22,  

p = .830 

0.09 

(0.03) 

0.09 

(0.02) 

Z = 1.97,  

p = .048 

Laryngeal Perturbation: 

With Masking 

96.47 

(57.79) 

91.49 

(54.88) 

t(15) = 0.53, 

p = .607 

72.45 

(42.86) 

70.35 

(37.81) 

t(15) = 0.26,  

p = .797 

73.86 

(19.56) 

79.64 

(15.33) 

t(15) = -1.07,  

p = .301 

0.10 

(0.03) 

0.10 

(0.02) 

Z = 0.70,  

p = .485 

Auditory Perturbation 
102.97 

(5.66) 

101.97 

(12.58) 

t(17) = 0.30,  

p = .771 

50.76 

(21.78) 

45.59 

(22.31) 

t(17) = 1.60,  

p = .128 

49.19 

(20.93) 

44.43 

(20.83) 

t(17) = 1.63,  

p = .120 

0.17 

(0.03) 

0.16 

(0.02) 

t(17) = 1.01,  

p = .327 

Note: Values reported are the across-participant mean (standard deviation). Where Z statistics are reported, the Wilcoxon-signed rank test was used due to non-normality 

of the data distribution. 
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Comparing Responses to Laryngeal and Auditory Perturbations 

Figure 5 shows the mean normalized fo traces (across 16 participants) by condition from 

the laryngeal perturbation experiment, centered at the onset of the perturbation. Figure 6 shows 

mean normalized fo traces (across 18 participants) by condition in the auditory perturbation 

experiment, centered at the onset of the perturbation. Traces from both the microphone and 

earphone signals are included to illustrate their correspondence (with the addition of the 

perturbation in the earphone signal); the measures, however, were extracted from the earphone 

signal only. Table 2 summarizes the four dependent variables by condition that were extracted 

from the normalized fo traces. 

 

 

Figure 5. Panel A: Mean-participant fo traces by condition (black = control, blue 

= without auditory masking, red = with auditory masking) at the onset of the 

laryngeal perturbation. Error bounds are the 95% confidence interval. The dotted 

orange trace is the mean pressure inside the balloon during all perturbed trials 

(both conditions). Panel B: A zoomed-in view to highlight the time-period when 

the traces from the two perturbed conditions begin to diverge. 
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Figure 6. Mean participant fo traces by condition (black = control, blue = shifted) 

at the onset of the auditory perturbation. The shifted condition is shown as 

produced in the microphone signal and heard through the earphones (i.e., fo 

produced plus the perturbation). The shaded error bounds are the 95% confidence 

interval. The dotted orange trace represents the level that fo was artificially shifted 

in the earphones during perturbed trials. 
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Stimulus Magnitude. Data were Box-Cox transformed to approximate normality and the 

Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used to address violations of sphericity. An rmANOVA 

showed no significant difference in Stimulus Magnitude across conditions when controlling for fo 

acuity (F(2, 26) = 4.09, p = .058, ŋp2 = .24). 

Response Magnitude. Data were Box-Cox transformed to approximate normality and 

the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used to address violations of sphericity. An rmANOVA 

showed no significant difference in Response Magnitude across conditions when controlling for 

fo acuity (F(2, 26) = 2.63, p = .122, ŋp2 = .17). 

Response Percentage. On average, participants compensated for 95% of the perturbation 

in the laryngeal perturbation condition without auditory masking, 76% in the laryngeal 

perturbation condition with auditory masking, and 46% in the auditory perturbation condition 

Table 2.  

Mean and standard deviation of the dependent variables measured at the onset of the perturbation in the laryngeal 

and auditory perturbation experiments. 

Condition 
Stimulus  

Magnitude (cents) 

Response 

Magnitude (cents) 

Response 

Percentage (%) 

Response  

Latency (s) 

Laryngeal Perturbation: 

Without Masking 
74.91 (51.95) 67.34 (42.51) 95.34 (19.61) 0.09 (0.02) 

Laryngeal Perturbation: 

With Masking 
91.52 (53.31) 68.79 (37.23) 75.96 (14.94) 0.10 (0.02) 

Auditory Perturbation 101.30 (6.25) 46.83 (20.65) 46.02 (19.99) 0.17 (0.02) 

Note: Values reported are the across-participant mean (standard deviation).  
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(Figure 7). An rmANOVA revealed a significant effect of condition on Response Percentage 

(F(2, 26) = 11.54, p < .001, ŋp2 = .47), when controlling for fo acuity. Follow-up analyses showed 

significant differences in Response Percentage between all three conditions, when controlling for 

fo acuity (laryngeal perturbation without auditory masking > laryngeal perturbation with auditory 

masking (p = .004, d = -1.25); laryngeal perturbation without auditory masking > auditory 

perturbation (p < .001, d = -2.77); laryngeal perturbation with auditory masking > auditory 

perturbation (p < .001, d = -1.80)).  

 

 

Figure 7. Box plots of Response Percentage values recorded from the laryngeal 

perturbation conditions with and without auditory masking, and the auditory 

perturbation experiment. On a given box plot, the red line represents the median 

value, the box ranges from the 1st to the 3rd quartile, and the whiskers span data 
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points within the 1.5 interquartile range (IQR). The ‘*’ indicates significant 

differences (p < .001) between conditions, when controlling for fo acuity. 

 

Response Latency. Data were Box-Cox transformed to approximate normality and the 

Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used to address violations of sphericity. An rmANOVA 

showed no significant difference in Response Latency across conditions when controlling for fo 

acuity (F(2, 26) = 0.49, p = .533, ŋp2 = .04). 

Examining Relationships Among Levels of Compensation and fo Acuity  

A correlation analysis examining the relationship between Response Percentage 

measured from the laryngeal perturbation condition with auditory masking and Response 

Percentage in the auditory perturbation experiment was not significant (r = 0.25, p = .354).  

A correlation analysis between fo acuity and the effect of auditory feedback on Response 

Percentage (i.e., the difference between Response Percentage in the conditions with and without 

auditory masking) was not significant (r = -0.16, p = .564). Rerunning the correlation analysis 

without the fo acuity outlier did not change the results (r = .33, p = .234). 

A final correlation analysis revealed no relationship between Response Percentage and fo 

acuity (with fo acuity outlier: r = -0.18, p = .476; with fo acuity outlier removed: r = .23, p = 

.377).  

Discussion 

The current study used an unexpected perturbation paradigm to probe somatosensory and 

auditory feedback control during voice production. In the first experiment, physical perturbations 

of the larynx were applied under two conditions that varied the presence of auditory feedback, 

thus allowing dissociation of the contributions of somatosensory and auditory feedback control 

to the compensatory responses observed in this paradigm. A second experiment was conducted 
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with the same participants using a purely auditory perturbation to allow comparisons of the 

compensatory responses to auditory versus laryngeal perturbations. The results revealed key 

features of the two feedback control processes during vocalization. Specifically, both auditory 

and somatosensory feedback control mechanisms were shown to contribute significantly to the 

magnitude of the compensatory response to a laryngeal perturbation. Furthermore, the magnitude 

of compensation varied as a function of perturbation modality, with the greatest compensatory 

response percentage observed in the laryngeal perturbation experiment when auditory feedback 

was available (95% compensation), a somewhat decreased response to the laryngeal perturbation 

when auditory feedback was unavailable (76% compensation), and an even smaller response 

when auditory feedback was perturbed (46%). All of the condition contrast effects were 

considered large (Cohen’s d > 0.8; Cohen, 1988). Finally, the magnitude of compensation was 

not correlated between the two sensory domains, and the variation in responses across 

participants in neither production experiment was explained by fo acuity.  

Auditory feedback control contributes to compensatory response during laryngeal 

perturbations 

Results of the laryngeal perturbation experiment demonstrated that participants were able 

to compensate to physical perturbations of the larynx, even when auditory feedback was masked. 

This finding provides clear evidence that the somatosensory feedback controller is involved in 

detecting and compensating for laryngeal perturbations. Previous laryngeal perturbation studies 

(Loucks et al., 2005; Sapir et al., 2000) did not isolate somatosensory feedback control since 

participants could hear their altered pitch when perturbations were applied in addition to sensing 

the effects of the perturbation through tactile and/or proprioceptive feedback. When auditory and 

somatosensory feedback were both available, participants compensated for 95% of the 

perturbation on average, compared to 76% when only somatosensory feedback was available – a 
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difference that was statistically significant. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration that 

both auditory and somatosensory mechanisms contribute to the compensatory response to a 

physical perturbation of the larynx during speech. 

Interestingly, the mean fo trajectories for the laryngeal perturbation conditions with and 

without auditory masking are nearly identical until approximately 30 ms after perturbation onset. 

This (qualitative) observation is consistent with the finding from prior auditory feedback studies 

indicating that the auditory feedback controller’s response to an auditory perturbation is delayed 

by approximately 100–150 ms from perturbation onset (Hain et al., 2000; Purcell & Munhall, 

2006), compared to a response delay of approximately 25–75 ms for somatosensory feedback 

control (Abbs & Gracco, 1984; Ludlow, Van Pelt, & Koda, 1992). This is likely due to delays 

associated with neural processing of auditory feedback and transmission of corrective commands 

to the motor periphery (see Guenther, 2016 for a detailed review).  

Percent compensation for laryngeal perturbations is larger than for auditory perturbations 

As predicted by several current computational models of speech (Guenther, 2016; 

Hickok, 2012; Houde & Nagarajan, 2011; Parrell et al., 2019), the responses to the laryngeal 

perturbation (measured as a percentage of the perturbation magnitude) in conditions both with 

and without auditory masking were significantly larger than the response to the auditory 

perturbation. According to these models, this is because auditory and somatosensory feedback 

control compete with each other when an auditory perturbation is applied but not when a 

laryngeal perturbation is applied. More specifically, the models predict that the largest 

compensation should occur for the condition without auditory masking in the laryngeal 

perturbation experiment, when the two controllers act in concert to compensate for the 

perturbation. In this condition participants achieved near-complete compensation (95% on 

average). The next largest compensation should occur for the condition with auditory masking in 
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the laryngeal perturbation experiment, when only the somatosensory feedback controller 

contributes to compensation; this condition yielded an average compensation of 76% in 

Experiment 1. Finally, the smallest compensation should occur for the auditory feedback 

perturbation in Experiment 2 (which resulted in 46% compensation), since the compensatory 

commands generated by the auditory feedback controller will be resisted by the somatosensory 

feedback controller since they move the actual fo (which is sensed by the somatosensory system) 

away from the target fo. Our experimental findings thus provide strong support for these model-

based hypotheses regarding the contributions of auditory and somatosensory feedback control 

during vocalization.  

The DIVA model further predicts that sensory modalities require lower gain when the 

delays to detect and correct for errors are longer, relative to modalities with shorter response 

times.  In a slow responding system, high gains would mean that the feedback controller may 

overcompensate for an error long after the error had occurred, leading to unstable behavior such 

as oscillations. In keeping gains low for slow-reacting controllers, compensatory behavior may 

be incomplete but will rarely overshoot the target (Guenther, 2016). Consistent with this 

prediction, these results showed that the contribution of somatosensory feedback control (faster 

responding controller) was greater than auditory feedback control (slower responding controller) 

in the laryngeal perturbation experiment. 

A 100-cent shift was chosen for the auditory perturbation to approximate stimulus 

magnitude values recorded in pilot testing of the laryngeal perturbation in the condition with 

auditory masking, which isolates somatosensory feedback control. However, the average purely 

somatosensory perturbation magnitude recorded in the current experiment was 92 cents, which is 

slightly smaller than the 100-cent auditory perturbation magnitude. This small difference in 

magnitude is not likely to affect the size of the compensatory response (measured as a percentage 
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of the perturbation size); for example, Liu and Larson (2007) found no significant difference in 

response magnitude for perturbations of fo unless the perturbation magnitudes differed by more 

than 20 cents. Furthermore, when controlling for fo acuity, no significant difference was detected 

in Stimulus Magnitude across conditions. 

The magnitudes of compensatory responses to laryngeal and auditory perturbations were 

not correlated with each other 

A prior study involving sensorimotor adaptation in response to predictable auditory and 

laryngeal perturbations of formant frequencies (Lametti et al., 2012) identified an inverse 

relationship between the amount a participant compensates for the somatosensory perturbation 

and the auditory perturbation. This finding was interpreted as evidence that participants tend to 

have a “sensory preference”, with some responding more strongly to auditory perturbations and 

others responding more to somatosensory perturbations. In the current study we found no 

evidence for such an inverse relationship; the amount participants compensated for the laryngeal 

perturbation was not correlated with the amount they compensated for the auditory perturbation.  

However, there were several major differences between the current study and Lametti et al. 

(2012).  

One such difference between these studies, is that the perturbations in this study affected 

fo rather than formant frequencies, raising the possibility of different control mechanisms for fo 

compared to formants. Previous evidence suggests that different parts of speech are affected 

differently by auditory feedback. (2007) showed that postural parameters (such as fo and 

duration) are strongly influenced by auditory feedback, whereas segmental parameters (formant 

frequencies) are more slow to respond to changes in auditory feedback(Perkell, Lane, Svirsky, & 

Webster, 1992). An additional difference between Lametti et al. (2012) and the current study  is 

that the current study involved within-trial responses to unpredictable perturbations, whereas 
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Lametti et al. (2012) measured adaptive changes in formants across many consecutive 

productions involving predictable perturbations. It is entirely possible that sensorimotor 

adaptation mechanisms, which operate over a longer time scale, have different properties than 

within-trial reflexive mechanisms that occur over tens of milliseconds. A final difference 

between these studies can be found in that Lametti et al. (2012) utilized a paradigm in which 

both auditory and somatosensory perturbations were applied simultaneously, whereas the current 

study presented the two perturbation types in different experimental tasks. Applying the 

perturbations simultaneously, sometimes in opposition to each other, may increase the likelihood 

that participants favor one sensory modality over another.  

Evidence of sensory preference has been reported in other sensory domains, particularly 

in experiments contrasting visual and haptic feedback modalities (Ernst & Banks, 2002; Heller, 

Calcaterra, Green, & Brown, 1999). These studies have shown that a given sensory modality is 

more dominant during a task when the feedback is more appropriate (less variance in 

information) to the experimental condition (e.g., visual feedback compared to haptic feedback in 

an object size discrimination task). This ultimately suggests that sensory preference may be not 

be a stable characteristic of an individual but rather task-dependent. In the context of vocal motor 

control studies, the experimental tasks might present a bias to elicit a dominance for a sensory 

modality, but this preference may not generalize to all vocalization situations. Further studies are 

needed to elucidate the nature of sensory preference in voice motor control. 

The magnitudes of compensatory responses to laryngeal and auditory perturbations were 

not correlated with auditory acuity 

The finding that auditory acuity was not associated with the amount of compensation in 

the auditory or laryngeal perturbation experiments is somewhat surprising since we expected 

individuals with better auditory acuity to be more sensitive to auditory errors and therefore 
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produce larger compensatory responses. Previous studies that have shown a relationship between 

auditory acuity and compensatory responses were based on adaptive responses (as opposed to the 

reflexive responses in the current study). It is possible that the longer time scale of sensorimotor 

adaptation studies, which typically involve many more trials than studies of reflexive responses, 

may provide more statistical power to identify such correlations in the face of significant trial-to-

trial response variability. Alternatively, there may in fact be no relationship between auditory 

acuity and within-trial compensatory response magnitude. It is possible that a participant’s 

ability to detect differences in auditory stimuli, does not necessarily reflect on their ability to 

correct for errors in their production. Future research is needed to investigate this issue. 

Limitations and future directions 

 One limitation of the current study is that we were unable to standardize the stimulus 

magnitude of the laryngeal perturbation across individuals. The force being applied by the collar 

in the LDD was controlled by regulating the pressure in the balloon and standardizing the size of 

the balloon during manufacture. The anatomy of each participant’s neck and larynx varied, 

however, and the resulting Stimulus Magnitude also varied. This potential confound was 

mitigated within participants by having the LDD in a constant position between auditory 

masking conditions as well as counter-balancing the order of the conditions. To best compare 

responses across participants, we defined the compensatory response (Response Percentage) as a 

function of the Stimulus Magnitude each participant received.  

A further limitation of the current study is that the full effect of the laryngeal perturbation 

on fo could not be measured directly; instead, it was estimated by the peak deviation from 

baseline fo. However, as described above, this peak deviation depends not only on the 

perturbation, but also on the early component of the compensatory response. As a consequence, 

the actual deviation in fo that would be caused by laryngeal displacement in the absence of 
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feedback control processes was almost certainly larger than the peak deviation measured in the 

experiment. This consideration implies that our measure for percent compensation was a 

conservatively low estimate of the percentage of compensation to the true fo deviation caused by 

the perturbation. Thus, our conclusion that compensatory responses to laryngeal perturbations 

are smaller than responses to auditory perturbations remains valid.  

Finally, the current findings cannot discern (i) the exact nature of the displacement of the 

perturbation (and how much this varied between participants) or (ii) the muscles responsible for 

the compensatory responses observed in this study. While the video laryngoscopy investigation 

ruled out a full mechanical rebound of the larynx to its normal position as the source of the 

compensatory response, the lack of electromyographic (EMG) recordings from the extrinsic and 

intrinsic laryngeal musculature in the current study precludes us from determining which 

muscles were responsible for the compensatory adjustments. Although EMG recordings obtained 

by Loucks et al. (2005) suggest that the primary intrinsic muscles associated with fo adjustments 

(the thyroarytenoid, sternothyroid, and cricothyroid muscles) were not responsible for the 

compensatory response in fo for a laryngeal perturbation similar to the one applied here, further 

research is required to identify which muscles were responsible for these compensatory 

adjustments.  

Clinical Implications 

 The next step in this program of research is to examine the responses to laryngeal and 

auditory perturbations in populations with voice disorders. Given the dissociation shown 

between the somatosensory and auditory feedback control systems in this experiment, this 

paradigm has the potential to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of voice disorders. In 

spasmodic dysphonia, for example, abnormalities in somatosensory feedback control have been 

implicated as a possible pathophysiology of the disorder (Simonyan & Ludlow, 2010) but this 
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hypothesis requires further study. Ultimately, such investigations may inform new directions for 

voice therapy research in these clinical populations.  
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Supplemental Material Description 

Supplemental Material S1 provides further information regarding the laryngeal displacement 

device and describes a video laryngoscopy investigation of the laryngeal perturbation. 
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Supplemental Material 

Laryngeal Displacement Device (LDD) 

 
Figure S1. The collar and balloon of the LDD. Panel A depicts the balloon fully 

inflated. Panel B depicts the balloon fully deflated and fitted to an experimenter’s 

neck. 

Video Laryngoscopy  

A subset of five participants took park in a laryngoscopic investigation of the laryngeal 

perturbation task. The experimental setup was the same as Experiment 1, with the addition of a 

flexible endoscope (Digital Stroboscopy System; Kay Elemetrics), a Kay-Pentax lapel 

microphone, and a halogen light source. Participants were given five pumps of Afrin nasal 

decongestion spray to clear the nasal passage, and lubricant was applied to the endoscope to aid 

insertion. The endoscope was inserted through the right nostril, past the velopharyngeal port, and 

placed just above the back of the tongue in order to capture the motions of the laryngeal anatomy 

during the task. The endoscope was held at a height just behind the back of the tongue to view 

the full anatomy of the epiglottis, arytenoids, and pyriform sinus. Digital video data were 
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collected at 30 fps with 720 x 540 pixel-sized frames and were recorded in tandem with the 

audio data. Participants completed 10 trials of the vocalization task (as in Experiment 1) and had 

the laryngeal perturbation applied on all 10 trials. 

Each trial of the laryngoscopy session had a video of length of 120 frames (4 s at 30 fps). 

Ten trials were collected for each participant. From this set, 5 videos were chosen from each 

participant based on the following criteria: (i) minimal frame-to-frame movement of the visual 

scene due to scope movement; (ii) significant coverage of laryngeal structures in every frame; 

(iii) minimal distance from the larynx (i.e., maximum size of the laryngeal structures in the 

images), and (iv) noticeable movement of the laryngeal structures relative to the surrounding 

tissue over the course of the trial. Inspection of the resulting videos indicated that the primary 

perturbation-induced effect visible from the scope was an expansion of the size of arytenoids in 

the image, consistent with upward movement (toward the scope). We speculate that this upward 

movement (seen in most participants) at the top of the larynx is the result of a rostrally oriented 

rotation of the larynx induced by posterior movement at the laryngeal prominence, but the 

limited view from the scope is insufficient to verify this speculation. Nonetheless, the visible 

expansion of the laryngeal structures during perturbation provides a measure of the gross effect 

of the perturbation that is sufficient for eliminating the possibility that compensatory pitch 

adjustments were simply due to the larynx returning to its starting position shortly after 

perturbation onset. 

We developed a procedure aimed at quantifying the enlargement of the laryngeal 

structures in the images that occurred due to upward movement. To begin this procedure, a 

single video coder first watched a given video (trial) in real time to identify candidate fiduciary 

points on the visible laryngeal structures that met two criteria: (i) the fiduciary point was clearly 

identifiable in all frames of the video, and (ii) it displayed variation in position over the course of 
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the trial. The coder was asked to choose three pairs of such points on the first frame of the video; 

each pair of points defining a line segment; Line1, Line2, and Line3 (see example frame in 

Figure S2). The coder then manually scrolled through the video, frame by frame, and marked the 

new position of the fiduciary points in the subsequent frames. As the position of the fiduciary 

points changed between frames, the length of the line segments (in pixels) also changed. 

Ultimately, a fully coded trial described the time series change in length of each line segment, 

which captured a general measure of the laryngeal movement present in the trial. Due to 

substantial cross-participant and cross-trial variability in which anatomical structures were 

visible, it was not possible to use fiduciary points corresponding to the same anatomical 

structures in all videos. The choice of three pairs of fiduciary points per trial, rather than a single 

pair, was made to decrease sensitivity to small errors in identifying the same point in every frame 

of the video and to increase overall coverage of the laryngeal structures when calculating the 

movement index. The coder was blind to onset/offset time of the perturbation during the manual 

coding process, but was given the perturbation onset/offset time information when viewing the 

real-time video during fiduciary point selection.  
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Figure S2. Example video frame from the fiduciary point coding procedure. The 

three-line segments are defined by three sets of points that are marked in 

subsequent frames. The change in length of the line segments is tracked across 

frames within a trial. 

 

The time series for each line segment were time aligned with respect to the onset of 

perturbation and cropped to a window extending 500 ms before perturbation to 1000 ms after. 

Each time series was then smoothed with a 0.1 s sliding window, and the baseline length of the 

line segment was estimated as the mean length in the 15 frames (500 ms) preceding the onset of 

laryngeal perturbation. Finally, each line segment time series was zero-meaned by subtracting its 

baseline length from the measured length at each frame in the trial. This process was repeated for 

all five trials per participant, and the time-series length measurements of all line segments were 

averaged across trials, and then averaged across line segments, and finally averaged across all 

participants. The culmination of these averages produced a single measure of gross laryngeal 
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movement (movement index) as a function of time relative to perturbation onset. A subset of 3 

trials from three different participants were re-coded by the same coder (12% of the originally 

coded trials; starting from the same initial fiducial points in the initial frame) to obtain a measure 

of intra-rater reliability. Reliability was assessed using a Pearson’s correlation between the value 

of the Euclidian distance measured in the first and second coding sessions. The intra-coder 

reliability was found to be strongly correlated (r = 0.99, p < .001), with a mean difference of 2.38 

pixels (SD = 5.66 pixels) between coding sessions. 

The mean movement index is plotted in Figure S3 (aligned to perturbation onset). Despite 

the relatively coarse nature of the movement measures, the movement index (in blue) clearly 

indicates a distinct pattern of movement compared to the corresponding fo traces (magenta): 

whereas the mean fo trace reverses direction back toward baseline after initial displacement due 

to the perturbation, the mean length of the fiduciary line segments increases monotonically after 

perturbation onset.  
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Figure S3. Mean laryngeal movement index (green line) aligned to the onset of 

the LDD inflation (vertical line) contrasted with the mean change in fo (blue line). 

The perturbation remains on through the entire period of 1 s following 

perturbation onset. Shading indicates 95% confidence interval. The orange trace 

represents the mean pressure inside the balloon during all perturbed trials (units 

not shown, but range from 0 to 3.8 psi). 

 


